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Abstract

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV), an alphavirus of the Togaviridae family, is among the most medically significant mosquito-borne viruses,
capable of causingmajor epidemics of febrile disease and severe, chronic arthritis. Identifying viral mutations is crucial for understand-
ing virus evolution and evaluating those genetic determinants that directly impact pathogenesis and transmissibility. The present study
was undertaken to expand on past CHIKV evolutionary studies through robust genome-scale phylogenetic analysis to better understand
CHIKV genetic diversity and evolutionary dynamics since its reintroduction into India in 2005. We sequenced the complete genomes of
fifty clinical isolates collected between 2010 and 2016 from two geographic locations, Delhi and Mumbai. We then analysed them along
with 753 genomes available on the Virus Pathogen Database and Analysis Resource sampled over fifteenyears (2005–20) from a range
of locations across the globe and identified novel genetic variants present in samples from this study. Our analyses show evidence of
frequent reintroduction of the virus into India and that the most recent CHIKV outbreak shares a common ancestor as recently as 2006.
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1. Introduction
The Alphavirus genus is a diverse group of small, spheri-
cal, enveloped viruses with single-stranded, positive-sense RNA
genomes (Forrester et al. 2012; Lanciotti and Lambert 2016;
Villero-Wolf et al. 2019). These viruses infect vertebrates such
as primates, fish, and birds and are medically important owing
to their ability to cause diseases in humans. Chikungunya virus
(CHIKV) is among themost important of these human-pathogenic
alphaviruses. It is known to cause epidemics of chikungunya fever
(CHIKF), an acute febrile illness characterized by sudden onset
of fever, rashes, headache, nausea, and muscle pain, and usu-
ally associated with severe, debilitating joint pain and swelling
(Ganesan, Duan, and Reid 2017). The virus is transmitted by
Aedesmosquitoes, including in urban settings, and is a significant
public health concern in India. Isolated first during the 1952–3 epi-
demics of dengue-like illness from a patient in Tanganyika (now
Tanzania), CHIKV epidemics were subsequently reported in many
parts of Africa. The first report of CHIKV in Asia surfaced during
the late 1950s with an incidence rate of 46per cent (India), 9 per

cent (Thailand), and 6.81per cent (Malaysia) (Wimalasiri-Yapa
et al. 2019).

The CHIKV genome is about 11kb in size and encodes the struc-
tural (C, E3, E2, 6K/TF, and E1) and non-structural (nsP1-4) proteins
through two separate open reading frames. Structural and non-
structural proteins are translated as separate polyproteins and,
subsequently, catalytically cleaved to the individual proteins. Fur-
thermore, the genome is flanked by 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions
(Hyde et al. 2015). Recent reports have identified mutations in the
structural and non-structural proteins of CHIKV worldwide that
can lead to changes in disease dynamics (Sasmono et al. 2017;
Wong and Chu 2018). While mutations within the structural pro-
teins affect vector specificity, epidemic potential, host response,
and disease progression, variations in the non-structural proteins
are responsible for altered CHIKV replication kinetics (Fros et al.
2010; Munoz-Medina et al. 2018).

Phylogenetic studies of CHIKV have demonstrated that the
virus exists as threemajor, originally geographically distinct geno-
types: Asian, East/Central/South African (ECSA), andWest African
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(WA). ECSA CHIKV strains have caused most outbreaks and epi-
demics in recent times, and the availability of a large number
of sequences, in addition to their in-depth analysis, has enabled
their further segregation into distinct lineages, such as the Indian
Ocean lineage (IOL) (Chen et al. 2016; Xavier et al. 2019). Times to
most recent common ancestors (tMRCA) estimated using Bayesian
coalescent analysis determined that Asian and ECSA lineages
diverged around 100years ago, but their earlier divergence from
the WA was unclear until recently (Volk et al. 2010; Nasci 2014).
Although CHIKV ECSA strains are considered highly virulent due
to their scale of spread and Severity of chronic disease during
recent epidemics, studies on viral pathogenesis in murine models
revealed WA strains to be the most pathogenic followed by ECSA
and Asian strains (Langsjoen et al. 2018; Jain et al. 2020).

In India, the first major CHIKF outbreak was reported in 1963
in Kolkata, West Bengal (Shah, Gibbs, and Banerjee 1964), and the
disease spread to other states of India between 1964 and 1973
(Pavri 1986; Yadav et al. 2003). During this period, the strain
that prevailed belonged to the Asian genotype (Yergolkar et al.
2006). After 1973, CHIKF disappeared from the Indian subconti-
nent until its re-emergence in 2005, when large-scale outbreaks
were reported in several parts of India, confirming widespread
re-emergence in the country. Since then, CHIKV transmission has
continued sporadically in various parts of the country. Since the
2005 CHIKF emergence, the causative strain for outbreaks in India
has been the ECSA strain, IOL (Arankalle et al. 2007; Chhabra et al.
2008; Dwibedi et al. 2011; Dikid et al. 2013).

CHIKV in India has unique epidemiological dynamics due to
various factors: the presence of both urban vectors, Aedes aegypti
and Aedes albopictus, distinct geographical distribution patterns
of these vectors in the country, varying rainfall and temperature
patterns, high migration rates of human populations within the
country, and a steady inflow of travellers from other endemic geo-
graphical locations across the globe. These factors make studying
CHIKV evolution within the country tedious and challenging. The
present study was undertaken to infer the spatiotemporal evo-
lution of CHIKV in India and to better define its evolutionary
dynamics and genetic diversity. We studied CHIKV clinical strains
collected from two geographically distinct locations with distinct
disease patterns over a period of six years. The two geographi-
cal locations Mumbai and Delhi have similar total populations
but distinct geographical conditions (Jain et al. 2017), as well
as epidemiologic characteristics; Mumbai reported CHIKF since
the 1970s with different circulating virus strains (Arankalle et al.
2007), whereas Delhi reported its first case of CHIKF in 2006, with
the ESCA CHIKV strain as the causative agent (Chahar et al. 2009).
Whole genomes of viruses were sequenced and genome-scale
phylogenetic and evolutionary analyses of mosquito- and human-
derived CHIKV strains from throughout India between 2005 and
2020 were conducted using whole genomes deposited in the Virus
Pathogen Database and Analysis Resource (ViPR).

2. Results
2.1 Whole-genome sequencing and assembly
A total of fifty confirmed CHIKV-positive sera were processed for
whole-genome sequencing and further analysis (Table 1). Upon
assembly of the complete set of samples, a total of 758.7X coverage
was obtained. The coverage ranged from 0.08X (IND/2016/DEL/08)
to 8,201.95X (IND/2011/MUM/02). Those regions with gaps were
filled using RT-PCR and Sanger amplicon sequencing to complete
the genome assembly.

These fifty samples were evaluated on the basis of cover-
age, and those sequences showing less than 4× coverage were
removed from further analyses. Furthermore, the sequences
were analysed for recombination events and five sequences,
namely IND/2010/DEL/04, IND/2011/DEL/12, IND/2016/DEL/02,
IND/2016/DEL/09, and IND/2016/DEL/10, were potential recombi-
nant and thus removed from further analysis (data not shown).
On the basis of the above criteria, a final set of forty-one
CHIKV whole-genome sequences was taken for downstream
analyses.

2.2 Phylogeography of CHIKV populations
Phylogenetic analysis of all complete CHIKV genome sequences
was performed using two sequence data sets obtained from the
ViPR on the basis of their geographical locations and year of sam-
ple collection. One data set consisted of ninety-nine sequences
from India only, including fifty-eight sequences from public
databases, and the other data set was generated using 794
sequences from strains present across the globe belonging to all
the three CHIKV genotypes, including 753 sequences from the
public database (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. S2). Phylogenetic
analysis of the forty-one samples using the global strains revealed
that all 2010–6 Indian samples belonged to the ECSA genotype.
Detailed analysis of these samples that were collected over a span
of six years with the global sequences revealed a distinct clus-
tering (Supplementary Fig. S2). The samples from 2010 to 2013
clustered together with all the 2010 samples, and the 2012 and
2013 samples formed a subcluster within this clade. The Indian
samples from 2016 clustered separately along with samples from
Hong Kong, Singapore, Kenya, and Pakistan collected in 2015–6
(Supplementary Fig. S2). These findings suggest a possible reintro-
duction of CHIKV into India around 2015–6, leading to the major
outbreak in 2016.

Additionally, we determined the phylogenetic relationships
among CHIK viruses within India since 2006 (n=99). Phylogenetic
trees based on complete genome sequences were inferred using
the maximum likelihood (ML) and the Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods with bootstrap values of >70 (Fig. 1). The strains clus-
tered into distinct temporal groups that were in some instances
geographically distinct. Viruses sampled during 2010–3 clustered
together, whereas the 2014–6 samples clustered into a different
group. Samples of 2006 were from different states; however, they
clustered together suggesting a common source, probably that of
the initial 2006 re-emergence. Geographically close regions shared
the same CHIKV sublineage in the later years, as was seen in Ker-
ala and Andhra Pradesh. Most of the samples of these regions
during 2009–13 clustered together, suggesting that CHIKV lin-
eage variation is a major underlying determinant of epidemics.
Tests of neutrality using Tajima’s D test revealed an excess of
low-frequency variants that might have resulted from population
expansions.

Estimates of average evolutionary divergence over sequence
pairs within Indian states showed varying divergence both within
and between states. Sequences derived from Kerala and Maha-
rashtra showed maximum divergence, suggesting the existence
of an ancestral population in Maharashtra until 2009. From 2010,
similar evolutionary differences were observed in both Delhi and
Maharashtra samples until 2013, and sequences from Delhi col-
lected in the year 2016 were a part of a separate clade and thus
were most divergent from the rest of the Indian samples. These
findings suggest the emergence of distinct virus clades in the two
geographical regions.
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Table 1. Summary of clinical samples used for whole-genome sequencing and analysis.

S. No. Sample nomenclaturea Collection year Number of reads Assembly coverage Accession number

1. IND/2010/MUM/02 2010 24,157,872 4,104.28X MW581870
2. IND/2010/MUM/40 2010 26,684,617 992.48X MW581884
3. IND/2010/DEL/01 2010 39,784,164 890.20X MH124570
4. IND/2010/DEL/03 2010 37,069,923 52.09X MH124571
5. IND/2010/DEL/04 2010 35,792,022 84.19X Omitted from analysis
6. IND/2010/DEL/05 2010 39,497,274 78.40X MH124572
7. IND/2010/DEL/06 2010 46,996,466 28.46X MH124573
8. IND/2010/DEL/07 2010 33,558,891 4.29X MW581865
9. IND/2010/DEL/10 2010 29,227,869 8.66X MH124574
10 IND/2010/DEL/11 2010 37,350,131 372.40X MH124578
11. IND/2010/DEL/12 2010 32,601,265 40.92X MH124579
12. IND/2010/DEL/13 2010 28,341,978 24.13X MH124575
13. IND/2010/DEL/14 2010 25,845,213 15.13X MH124576
14. IND/2010/DEL/20 2010 22,916,619 10.16X MH124577
15. IND/2010/DEL/48 2010 80,522,715 5.73X MW581866
16. IND/2010/DEL/88 2010 40,664,171 10.98X MW581863
17. IND/2010/DEL/108 2010 41,490,431 2,746.96X MW581868
18. IND/2011/MUM/02 2011 28,163,124 8,201.95X MW581871
19. IND/2011/MUM/320 2011 26,636,982 6,571.79X MW581885
20. IND/2011/DEL/01 2011 34,284,491 29.23X MW581864
21. IND/2011/DEL/11 2011 89,587,490 5,720.75X MW581872
22. IND/2011/DEL/12 2011 77,059,273 41.74X Omitted from analysis
23. IND/2012/DEL/01 2012 28,364,398 5.30X Under process
24. IND/2012/DEL/02 2012 33,493,890 0.13X Omitted from analysis
25. IND/2012/DEL/08 2012 27,465,973 14.41X MW581873
26. IND/2012/DEL/09 2012 30,563,321 52.49X MW581874
27. IND/2012/DEL/15 2012 32,245,250 20.19X MW581881
28. IND/2012/MUM/32 2012 23,947,739 6,869.40X MW581883
29. IND/2012/MUM/33 2012 24,457,761 3,690.93X Under process
30. IND/2012/MUM/39 2012 17,792,875 7,709.12X MW581876
31. IND/2012/MUM/48 2012 31,808,240 1,667.08X MW581867
32. IND/2012/MUM/53 2012 30,679,791 4978.09X MW581875
33. IND/2012/MUM/54 2012 22,469,392 16.74X Under process
34. IND/2013/DEL/59 2013 67,863,917 135.60X MW581862
35. IND/2013/MUM/103 2013 27,068,500 5,762.31X MW581880
36. IND/2013/MUM/133 2013 30,149,059 5,377.81X MW581882
37. IND/2013/MUM/135 2013 36,773,329 4,729.80X MW581869
38. IND/2013/MUM/136 2013 25,455,983 5,524.58X MW581878
39. IND/2013/MUM/174 2013 25,069,560 4,599.55X MW581877
40. IND/2016/DEL/01 2016 41,946,797 44.89X MH124580
41. IND/2016/DEL/02 2016 35,696,953 17.48X MH124581
42. IND/2016/DEL/03 2016 40,181,704 48.10X MH124582
43. IND/2016/DEL/04 2016 34,345,555 0.34X Omitted from analysis
44. IND/2016/DEL/05 2016 34,470,436 1.26X Omitted from analysis
45. IND/2016/DEL/06 2016 42,592,594 0.70X Omitted from analysis
46. IND/2016/DEL/07 2016 40,524,008 1.77X Omitted from analysis
47. IND/2016/DEL/08 2016 33,072,469 0.08X Omitted from analysis
48. IND/2016/DEL/09 2016 40,603,013 3.19X Omitted from analysis
49. IND/2016/DEL/10 2016 35,368,129 1.97X Omitted from analysis
50. IND/2016/DEL/11 2016 28,328,222 8.31X MH124583

aNomenclature of sample ID: IND refers to the country of the sample, i.e. India. The four-digit number after slash refers to the year of collection. DEL and MUM
refer to the regions of collection, i.e. MUM is Mumbai and DEL is Delhi. The two-digit number after slash refers to the sample number in the order of collection for
that specific year and location.

2.3 Evolutionary history of Indian CHIKV genetic
groups
To infer the time scale of the emergence of CHIKV genotypes,
we estimated the tMRCA. The evolutionary rates of each defined
genetic group were derived based on maximum clade credibil-
ity (MCC) phylogeny under an uncorrelated log-normal relaxed
molecular clock. The tree highlights the uncertainty within clades
but the split at the root into two groups clearly shows the diver-
sity within the samples. Collectively, the phylogenetic structure

and tMRCA estimates of the CHIKV genotypes suggested that
there has been increased genetic diversity owing to the emer-
gence of fit variants that possibly emerged during the intermittent
outbreaks in the country (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S3).
To investigate changes in demographic patterns of CHIKV over
time, we estimated the changes in relative genetic diversity using
molecular clocks and coalescent models that allow the estima-
tion of evolutionary rates and timescales. The MCC tree revealed
a clustering pattern similar to that of the phylogenetic analysis
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Figure 1. The ML phylogenetic (midpoint rooted) tree of Indian CHIKV strains using complete genome sequences (n = 99). Numbers adjacent to
branches show bootstrap values >70per cent. Red colour nodes represent sequences from the present study. Sequences downloaded from the public
database are coloured in violet.

as aforementioned and further indicated that the samples from
the recent outbreaks shared the most common ancestor from
the year 2006 (95per cent Bayesian credible interval=2005–20;
Supplementary Table S1).

2.4 Amino acid variability analysis
Previous studies have shown that single amino acid substitutions
at critical sites of CHIKV proteins have influenced the epidemi-
ology of the virus as observed with E1-A226V, which enabled
enhanced transmission byAe. albopictus, amore globally dispersed
vector, especially in temperate regions (Tsetsarkin et al. 2007).
Another substitution, E2-L210Q, identified in the CHIKV popula-
tions of Kerala State, India, conferred a selective advantage by
increasing the initial infection of Ae. albopictus midgut epithe-
lial cells and subsequent CHIKV dissemination into the haemo-
coel, thereby promoting transmission by this vector (Tsetsarkin
and Weaver 2011). Our complete coding sequence alignment
revealed conservative and non-conservative amino acid substitu-
tions in each major CHIKV protein. Even among those conserva-
tive amino acid substitutions that were not statistically significant
in the entropy analysis, there were rapidly evolving variations

(Supplementary Table S2). Overall, entropy analysis identified
a total of thirteen codon positions with a high score (P<0.05),
indicating a higher possibility of tolerated variations at these
positions.

2.5 Variant analysis
Mutation analysis of our forty-one CHIKV strains against a ref-
erence strain collected in 2006 from India (FJ000068) revealed
a total of 211 mutations. Of these, thirty-nine mutations were
non-synonymous, including twenty amino acid variants in the
non-structural protein genes and nineteen in the structural genes
(Fig. 3), with nsP1 the most variable. Sample-wise analysis of
the mutations revealed that the IND/2010/DEL/108 strain carried
a maximum of thirteen mutations, of which ten (Supplemen-
tary Table S3) were unique. Likewise, strain IND/2016/DEL/02
was found to contain twelve mutations, of which nsP2-P689S and
C-Q58R were unique (Fig. 3). In addition to these substitutions, we
detected a frameshift in sample IND/2012/MUM/54 at position 98
caused by the deletion of A and T nucleotides, corresponding to
frameshift nsP1-I8 at the amino acid level. Mutations identified
from this study are represented in Supplementary Table S3.
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Figure 2. The DensiTree showing the uncertainty between isolates. In this tree set, there are seven clearly distinguishable clades with different
colours, showing large uncertainty of the topologies. Further details such as node ages and tree scale are provided in Supplementary Fig. S3.

2.5.1 Annual analysis of sequences
We attempted to understand the status of the mutations in our
samples over the years since the 2005 CHIKV re-emergence in
India. The samples from the present study collected from five
different years (sixteen sera were collected in 2010, five in 2011,
eleven in 2012, six in 2013, and four in 2016)were further analysed,
revealing that the frequency of non-synonymous mutations was
higher in structural protein genes as compared to non-structural
in most of the CHIKV strains. The analysis further revealed
that in non-structural proteins, four non-synonymous mutations
(Supplementary Table S3) were common to all samples in cer-
tain years. Substitutions nsP1-G230R, nsP1-M314L, nsP2-Y374H,
E3-V42I, E3-P59S, E2-G55R, and E2-H73Y were present in sam-
ples from 2010 to 2013; however, these mutations were absent in
the 2016 samples. Likewise, seven mutations were present only
in 2016 samples and not in any of the previous years. Mutation
nsP4-S55N was seen in one sample collected from Delhi in 2012.
We did a principal component analysis to understand the year-
wise relationship between CHIKV strains (Fig. 4; Leigh, Bryant,
and Nakagawa 2015). Strains from 2010 and 2016 formed sepa-
rate groups coinciding with major outbreaks in these respective
years, while strains from 2011, 2012, and 2013 grouped together
coinciding with episodic occurrences.

2.5.2 Regional analysis of sequences
Our analysis further revealed distinct mutations that may have
been positively selectedwithin the twomain regions of our sample
collections, i.e. Delhi and Mumbai. We analysed these muta-
tions based on their presence in samples from these geographical
locations. For the sake of unbiased comparison, samples col-
lected from Delhi in 2016 were not included in the analysis as we
did not have samples from Mumbai during that year. Our anal-
ysis revealed that thirty-one non-synonymous mutations were
present in the isolates collected from Delhi, with sixteen present
in structural protein genes and fifteen in non-structural genes.
In addition, nineteen non-synonymous mutations were identi-
fied in samples collected from the Mumbai region, of which
eight were present in structural genes and ten in non-structural
proteins.

Out of all fifty mutations, nineteen were either present in
Delhi or in Mumbai strains. Twelve mutations were unique in
Delhi samples, and six were unique in samples from Mumbai
(Supplementary Table S3). Mutations nsP1-V103A, nsP1-G230R,
nsP1-M314L, nsP2-Y374H, E1-K211E, E2-G55R, E2-H73Y, E2-V264A,
E3-V42I, and E3-P59S were present in the isolates collected from
both regions. We further observed that during the 2010–3 CHIKV
outbreaks, six non-synonymous mutations were only seen in the
Mumbai isolates, namely nsP1-R491W, nsP2-N442D, nsP2-F764L,
nsP3-T459M, E2-K221R, and E2-H351R. Five non-synonymous
mutations were of importance as they were mainly seen only in
theMumbai isolates alongwith 50per cent occurrence in theDelhi
isolates, namely nsP1-V103A, nsP1-M314L, nsP1-G230R, E1-K211E,
and E2-V264A. The results revealed that in Mumbai strains, the
mutations were more or less stabilized, whereas Delhi isolates
were distributed as two separate groups, with these mutations
present in one and absent in the other group. This result pro-
vides evidence that the major outbreaks observed in these regions
might be attributed to different strains of CHIKV. We constructed
a median-joining network of the Indian isolates used in this study
using the POPART tool (Leigh, Bryant, and Nakagawa 2015), and it
is depicted in Fig. 5. This network was used to visualize genealog-
ical relationships at the intraspecific level. Numbers between
strains represent the variation between them.

2.5.3 Epidemic vs. episodic strain mutation analysis
There were two epidemic phases of CHIKV in India in 2010 and
2016. With respect to outbreak-specific mutations, we observed
unique mutations in isolates from both outbreaks. Between these
years, CHIK occurred as episodic events during 2011–3. To under-
stand the impact of mutations during the outbreaks and episodic
events, we compared the inter-episodic mutations with those
during the outbreaks of 2010 and 2016. Our analysis revealed
that the inter-episodic events clustered together away from the
two epidemic outbreaks in 2010 and 2016 (Fig. 4). A total of
twenty-seven non-synonymous mutations were present, twelve
in non-structural protein genes and fifteen in structural genes
(Supplementary Table S3). Interestingly, in all the other samples
from 2011 to 2013, six unique mutations, namely nsP1-R491W,
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Figure 3. Hierarchical clustering of non-synonymous mutations in CHIK samples. A total of thirty-nine non-synonymous mutations was observed in
the structural (E1, E2, E3, C, and 6K/TF) and non-structural (nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and nsP4) protein genes in a total of forty-one samples collected between
2010 and 2016. The blue colour represents the absence of mutation in the respective sample, while the red colour shows the mutation’s presence.

nsP2-Y374H, nsP2-N442D, nsP3-T459M, E2-K221R, and E2-H351R,
were observed, and these were present only from 2012 samples.

2.6 Selection pressure analysis
After identifying mutations, we performed selection pressure
analysis of Indian strains to understand the potential impact
of mutations on recent outbreaks. Selection pressure analysis
performed using all Indian strains (n=99) revealed several sites
in the CHIKV genome under purifying selection (Table 2). The
low non-synonymous/synonymous (dN/dS) ratio suggested puri-
fying selection in the non-structural gene open reading frame.
In total, sixteen amino acids positions were found to be posi-
tively selected by the single-likelihood ancestor counting (SLAC)
method, fourteen by mixed-effect model of evolution (MEME)
method, fourteen by fixed-effect likelihood method (FEL) and

twelve by fast, unconstrained Bayesian approximation for infer-
ring selection (FUBAR) method (Table 2).

3. Discussion
We analysed the genetic diversity in the CHIKV genomes obtained
directly from the serum samples of patients between 2010 and
2013, and then again in 2016. These years are important, as the
pattern of CHIKV outbreaks was quite diverse. The year 2010 wit-
nessed a huge outbreak, and in the following years, there were
very few cases (Jain et al. 2017). Thereafter, the year 2016 again
saw a huge outbreak (Kaur et al. 2017; Jain et al. 2020). Multi-
ple waves of CHIKV infection have occurred over the past two
decades both in India and across the globe, with outbreaks traced
from Africa to Southeast Asia, South Asia, and the Americas.
Both the Asian and ECSA genotypes have been implicated in these
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Figure 4. Principal component analysis of 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and
2016 CHIKV strains.

outbreaks (Rezza 2014; Sahadeo et al. 2017). Historically, in India,
the Asian genotype was present during the earlier outbreaks in
the 1960s and 70s, but the ECSA has been the causative geno-
type for recent outbreaks, as seen in other Asian countries, such
as Malaysia, China, and Indonesia (Dash et al. 2007; Sam et al.
2015; Zeller, Van Bortel, and Sudre 2016). Our phylogenetic anal-
yses reveal that there has been a reintroduction of the virus into
the country in addition to local transmission.

Deep sequencing analysis revealed novel insights into the
seemingly non-random nature of variants that are present at
higher frequencies (>20per cent) among the geographic popula-
tion in the country. The fact that a subset of these minor variants
is observed across multiple strains is of interest. How these high-
and low-frequency variants contribute to viral evolution, host
specificity, and/or the host innate and adaptive immune response
over time is largely unknown and warrants additional investiga-
tion. Previous genomic analyses of CHIKV have reported amino
acid substitutions in structural and non-structural genes ranging
from two to thirty-two (Stapleford et al. 2016; Silva and Der-
mody 2017). In the present study, variations in the structural
and non-structural genes ranged up to 39, with more mutations
observed in the non-structural genes. In the case of the enve-
lope proteins, substitutions such as E1-K211E, E2-G55R, E2-H73Y,
E2-V264A, E3-V42I, and E3-P59S have implications for neuroviru-
lence during pathogenesis (Barr andVaidhyanathan 2019; Cardoso
et al. 2019). With respect to non-structural proteins, we observed
variants such as nsP1-G230R and nsP3-STOP524R in our samples
that have been implicated in increased replication and fitness
(Jones et al. 2017; Mounce et al. 2017).

Of special interest are the genetic characteristics among CHIKV
isolates in the 2016 outbreak in comparison with those of the out-
breaks in previous years. Comparison between the 2016 and 2010
outbreaks have been well characterized in a previous study (Jain
et al. 2020); however, the 2016 outbreak shows distinct differ-
ences even with the isolates from the years 2011, 2012, and 2013.
Our further analysis suggests that the 2016 outbreak could have
resulted from a new introduction event rather than from ongoing
local transmission. Selection analysis of the viruses from these
outbreaks further revealed a low ratio of non-synonymous to syn-
onymous substitution in most comparisons, which may indicate

that CHIKV populations in nature are generally subject to strong
purifying selection (Zanotto et al. 1996; Yang et al. 2000). Signifi-
cantly lower rates of nucleotide substitution have been observed
in vector-borne compared to other RNA viruses (Jenkins et al.
2002).

In summary, we report a large number of CHIKV complete
genome sequences collected from the Delhi and Mumbai regions
of India, revealing the epidemiological and evolutionary dynamics
of the CHIKV ECSA genotype in India since its first re-emergence
in 2005.

4. Materials and methods
4.1 Samples pre-processing
Recruited patients were part of previous studies funded by the
Department of Biotechnology and Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India (Jain et al. 2017, 2020; Kaur et al.
2017). Details of samples used in the present study are provided
in Table 1. Viral RNA was isolated directly from patient sera using
the High Pure Viral Nucleic Acid kit (Product No: 11858874001;
Roche, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The integrity of RNA was estimated using the bioanalyser, and
those samples with an RNA integrity number value of 8 was taken
for further processing.

4.2 Illumina sequencing
Viral nucleic acid fragmentation, first- and second-strand comple-
mentary DNA synthesis and amplification, cluster formation, and
paired-end fifty base sequencing on an IlluminaHiSeq 1000 were
performed as described previously (Sahadeo et al. 2017). Briefly,
viral RNAwas fragmented by incubation at 94◦C for eight minutes
in 19.5µl of fragmentation buffer (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA).
First- and second-strand complementary DNA synthesis, adapter
ligation, and amplification of the library were performed using
the IlluminaTruSeq RNA Sample Preparation kit v2 under condi-
tions prescribed by the manufacturer (Illumina Inc., San Diego,
CA). Cluster formation of the library DNA templates was per-
formed using the TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3 (Illumina Inc., San
Diego, CA) and the IlluminacBot workstation using conditions rec-
ommended by themanufacturer. Paired-end fifty base sequencing
by synthesis was performed using TruSeq SBS kit v3 (Illumina
Inc., San Diego, CA) on an IlluminaHiSeq 1000 using the manu-
facturer’s protocol. Cluster density per lane was 820–940k/mm2,

and post-filter reads ranged from 148 to 218 million per lane.

4.3 Sequence analysis
Adapters were removed by the Cutadapt tool (Martin 2011) from
all the samples. To assemble complete genomic sequences, we
assessed the quality of the paired-end reads using FastQC (https://
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/); low base
quality ends including untranslated regions were trimmed
using the FASTX tool kit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_
toolkit/). The remaining paired-end reads were aligned to an
Indian strain isolated during an outbreak in 2006 (accession no.
FJ000068), using Burrows-Wheeler Alignment (BWA) and default
parameters. The reference sequence was the first genome that
was submitted to Genbank after CHIKV re-emergence in India.
The complete sequences of all samples have been submitted to
Genbank (Table 1). An additional 753 CHIKV complete genomic
sequences were retrieved from the ViPR (Pickett et al. 2012) that
includes seventy-two Indian sequences and 681 sequences from

https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/
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Figure 5. Median joining network analysis to represent region-wise mutations in CHIKV strains. The numbers between strains show the frequencies of
mutations. Circles in pink colour represent strains from Delhi, mustard from Maharashtra, blue from Kerala, yellow from Karnataka, light green from
Gujarat, forest green from West Bengal, and sky blue from remaining parts of India.

other areas of theworld to reveal the pattern of evolution in CHIKV
both in India and in the global scenario. The flowchart of all the
analyses performed in this study is represented in Supplementary
Fig. S1.

4.4 Phylogenetic analysis
A dataset of 794 whole genome sequences were inferred for evolu-
tionary relationship. All sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW
software. The midpoint rooted phylogenetic tree analysis was
done using the MEGAX (Kumar et al. 2018) software with ML
methods, and bootstrap values were determined using 1000 repli-
cates. Furthermore, a set of ninety-nine whole genomes of CHIKV
(Indian isolates) reported from different regions of India between
2005 and 2016 was analysed for different evolutionary models
using the MEGAX software to find the best-fit model of nucleotide
substitutions for the sequence alignment before proceeding with
the evolutionary analysis. The iTOL https://itol.embl.de/ (Interac-
tive Tree Of Life (embl.de)) software has been used to visualize the
phylogenetic tree. The neutrality of mutations in the sequences
was determined using Tajima’s D test.

4.5 Nucleotide substitution rate, divergence
times, recombination, and geographical structure
of CHIKV
Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis Sampling Tree (BEAST2; Bouckaert
et al. 2014) was used to calculate the phylogenetic relationships
and the time to the most recent common ancestor for the coding
region of all ninety-nine Indian CHIKV sequences. The neces-
sary parameters and data were prepared in XML format using
BEAUti version 2. The general time reversible (GTR) substitu-
tion model was selected with all estimated base frequencies and
the gamma+ invariant site heterogeneity model. BEAST2 was
run using relaxed uncorrelated models. Multiple combinations
of molecular clocks and coalescent models based on Bayes fac-
tor (>1) were run for the chain length of 100million with a tree
sampling every 10,000 chains, which was adequate to achieve
stationarity. The time to the most recent common ancestor and
the nucleotide substitutions per site per year were estimated.
Using Tracer version 1.7.1, the Markov chain Monte Carlo steps
and convergence of the runs were visualized as used to ensure
stationarity was achieved, and TreeAnnotator version 2.6.0 was
used to summarize the posterior tree distribution and generate
the MCC tree. The phylogenetic tree with estimated divergence,

https://itol.embl.de/
embl.de
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posterior probability, 95per cent highest posterior density, and
variable timeline was generated and displayed using Figtree 1.4.2
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Bayesian hierarchical
clustering of the phylogenetic tree was visualized and edited in
DensiTree software of BEAST2 package. Determination of poten-
tial recombinant events, parental sequences, and localization
of recombinant break points were performed triplet by triplet
using the recombination detection program (RDP4; Martin et al.
2015) GENECONV, MaxChi, CHIMAERA, SiScan, and 3SEQ. The
sequences were set to linear, and P values <0.05 were considered
statistically significant.

Shannon entropy calculations were performed to identify the
highly variable sites within each amino acid sequence with high
entropy values. We used forty-one whole-genome sequences of
CHIKV strains from our study for this analysis. The BioEdit
7.2 (https://bioedit.software.informer.com/7.2) stand-alone ver-
sion was used to calculate the Shannon entropy of each amino
acid site. A cut-off value of 0.2 was set, and the sites with values
>0.2 were considered to be variable.

4.6 Variant analysis
Single-nucleotide polymorphism variants were identified
using the Snippy variant identification tool (https://github.com/
tseemann/snippy). Variants were visualized using the network
and hierarchical clustering to facilitate the identification and
analysis of similarities and differences arising from genome
comparisons. Hierarchical clustering was done using the Mor-
pheus software (https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus).
Furthermore, a worldwide analysis was done using the MEGAX
software.

4.7 Selection pressure analysis
The selection pressure acting on CHIKV genomes was investi-
gated using the online facility at the web server http://www.data
monkey.org (Weaver et al. 2018). The complete data set of Indian
strains (n = 99) with the ML statistical method has been used for
this analysis. The ω ratios (non-synonymous (dN)/synonymous
(dS)) substitutions) were calculated using methods such as SLAC,
FEL, FUBAR, and MEME. Sites showing evidence of positive selec-
tion with a high statistical significance (P value <0.05 or Bayes fac-
tor >50) were considered to be under positive selection (Agarwal
et al. 2016).
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